E-VALUATOR

KNOW THE TRUE IMPORT VALUE. GET THE FULL DUTY.
When consignments passing through your customs are undervalued in the shipment documentation, you lose a major source of revenue. This can pose a particular problem in some countries where international trade can account for more than 30% of the total revenue base. Under-declaration slows up trade too, potentially acting as a brake on your economy. It puts pressure on your customs staff and resources, wasting time and lowering morale.

SGS E-Valuator provides the sure solution to all these problems, giving you the real-time information and automatic value-checking tool you need to take control. By referring in real time to a database of accurate prices, it identifies suspect consignments quickly – then generates management information to help you continually refine your investigation tactics. This unique system makes customs valuation so simple, it’s almost automatic – you won’t have seen anything like it before. What’s more, you own and control the system. It’s set up to meet your exact requirements and is configured by your own people.

Available today, SGS E-Valuator is part of our suite of new cutting-edge border management solutions. It’s both fully supported, and also designed to integrate seamlessly with your processes. And SGS E-Valuator is modelled to meet all requirements under the WTO Valuation and Trade Facilitation Agreements.
SPEED WITH
FOCUSING ON HIGH RISK CONSIGNMENTS

SGS E-VALUATOR – USING REAL-TIME, VALIDATED DECLARATIONS TO PINPOINT UNDER-INVOICING WHILE SPEEDING UP TRADE

Based on a new integrated valuation model, SGS E-Valuator is a dynamic and automated system that analyses all import consignments in real time, highlighting price declarations that look suspect.

At its core is a purpose-built, state-of-the-art IT matching engine that refers constantly to a database of continually refreshed prices. All data is gathered and validated from an extensive database of real and recent import transactions, and so is based on solid fact. The system looks at each incoming consignment, and checks it against previously validated records. It then immediately identifies declarations where there is a high chance of fraud, and where your customs team can most profitably focus their efforts.

SGS E-Valuator is also secure and discreet. The price information you use is dynamic and not visible to third parties, unless you decide to take action on a potentially undervalued consignment.
WE CARRY OUT MONTHLY PRICE SURVEILLANCE TO BUILD A DATABASE OF ACCURATE PRICES USING VALIDATED DATA FROM OTHER IMPORT TRANSACTIONS. SGS EXPERTS FROM OVER 2,600 OFFICE WORLDWIDE GATHER THIS DATA LOCALLY BASED ON A COMBINATION OF MARKET INTELLIGENCE, TRANSACTION INFORMATION, SITE VISITS AND MARKET RESEARCH.

THE SYSTEM CAN GENERATE MANAGEMENT INFORMATION TO HELP YOU FURTHER STREAMLINE OPERATIONS AND SUPPORT PROSECUTIONS. YOU CAN ALSO ACCESS PRICE DATABASE INFORMATION.
GLOBAL IN LOCAL HANDS
A successful customs operation is all about control. So it makes sense to have a valuation system that you can fully control – because you own it.

This is just one more way in which SGS E-Valuator is unique. As the owner, you have all the benefits of a fully bespoke system: tailored around your needs, and responsive to your working practices and preferences.

SGS experts work closely with you during set up, to ensure that SGS E-Valuator fits in seamlessly with your other trade processes. Then we help you implement it with minimum disruption. We also train your people to operate the system quickly and efficiently, sharing our knowledge and skills so that they in turn can add extra value to your customs team. Wherever possible, we ensure that everything can be done by your own customs team – giving your economy the benefit of extra training, and more skilled jobs.

Along with ownership, you also have the security of full support. Here again we work closely with your customs teams, now and into the future. By analysing your feedback along with management information from the system, we work together to ensure maximum efficiency as the trade flow passing through your customs grows. We will always respond to your specific enquiries or proposals, and will usually help identify any potential problems before they arise.

For complete peace of mind, you can call on our global expertise for support at the local level. For example, SGS has worldwide trade, product and investigation experts: professionals whose knowledge can give you the edge in even the most complex valuation cases.
SGS E-VALUATOR – AS YOUR CUSTOMS ACTIVITY EXPANDS
YOUR SYSTEM EXPANDS WITH IT

This all-new system is evolutionary as well as revolutionary, as it’s designed to grow as your customs capacity grows. As you implement SGS E-Valuator and confirm the true value of more and more consignments, you will never reach a capacity limit. Growth is assumed in the way we build your system.

SGS E-Valuator is designed to fully abide by the WTO agreements on Customs Valuation and Trade Facilitation, so no need to worry about any legal adjustments. In addition, we work closely with you to make sure your system is always maintained, robust and future-proofed. There are no upgrade complications or cost surprises.

We support you at every stage. While SGS E-Valuator is a reliable, turnkey solution, we will always take responsibility and be responsive to your exact and evolving requirements. We see ourselves as an enabler and a partner, not simply a supplier.

As you may be aware, SGS is the world’s leading company that specialises in helping governments increase efficiency and protect and boost revenue. Our reputation for excellence is recognised by governments around the world, providing the global benchmark for quality and integrity. With a worldwide network of over 2,600 offices and laboratories employing over 97,000 people, we support you with unrivalled global reach and expertise.
GROWING
KNOW THE TRUE IMPORT VALUE...

SGS E-VALUATOR GIVES YOU THE MODERN, COMPREHENSIVE SOLUTION TO CUSTOMS VALUATION, WITH ALL THESE ADVANTAGES:

- You have accurate references instead of guesswork, instantly available
- Your customs people see at a glance which consignments should be investigated
- You boost customs efficiency and your people’s morale
- You have a system that you run yourself, that’s simple to set up, maintain and use
- You have full expert back-up and support whenever needed
- Your system is always updated and fully future-proof
- You speed up trade flow and encourage extra trade
- You maximise revenue and further discourage fraud
- Your system integrates seamlessly with your present processes
- Your system integrates with all the new, advanced trade solutions coming from SGS
- You benefit from detailed, real-time management information including KPIs
- You meet international legal requirements simply and demonstrably

...GET THE FULL DUTY
As trade grows year by year, it becomes increasingly important for you to establish an efficient way to validate consignments. What’s more, every day you delay is potential extra revenue lost. SGS E-Valuator can give you the system you need, which is completely under your control while also fully supported. It can be installed swiftly and with minimum disruption. It is all new, and unique in responding comprehensively to all your valuation needs: as a result, we anticipate a surge of demand over the next year. Why not find out more now, and make sure you can benefit from an early installation?

The next step is clear. We invite you to talk to an expert and find out exactly how much SGS E-Valuator can do for you, and how quickly. So, when you want to get the full duty you’re owed, simply get in touch.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT EVALUATOR@SGS.COM